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Synthetic ferrimagnets are composite magnetic structures formed from two or more anti-
ferromagnetically coupled magnetic sublattices with different magnetic moments. Here, we
report on atomistic spin simulations of the laser-induced magnetization dynamics on such
synthetic ferrimagnets and demonstrate that the application of ultrashort laser pulses leads to
sub-picosecond magnetization dynamics and all-optical switching in a similar manner as in
ferrimagnetic alloys. Moreover, we present the essential material properties for successful laser-
induced switching, demonstrating the feasibility of using a synthetic ferrimagnet as a high
density magnetic storage element without the need of a write field. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4867015]

The dynamic response of magnetic materials to ultra-
short laser pulses is currently an area of fundamental and
practical importance that is attracting a lot of attention. Since
the pioneering work of Beaurepaire et al.,1 it has been known
that the magnetization can respond to a femtosecond laser
pulse on a sub-picosecond timescale. However, studies of
magnetic switching are more recent. In this context, an espe-
cially intriguing phenomenon is that of all-optical switching,
which uses the interaction of short, intense pulses of light
with a magnetic material to alter its magnetic state without
the application of an external magnetic field.2,3 Recent
experiments4–6 and theoretical calculations5,7–9 have demon-
strated that the origin of all-optical switching in ferrimagnetic
alloys is due to ultrafast heating of the spin system. The mag-
netic switching arises due to a transfer of angular momentum
between the two sublattices within the material7,8 and the
resulting exchange-field induced precession.7 Remarkably,
this effect occurs in the absence of any symmetry breaking
magnetic field,5 and can be considered as Thermally Induced
Magnetic Switching (TIMS). So far, TIMS has only been
demonstrated experimentally in the rare-earth transition metal
(RE-TM) alloys GdFeCo and TbCo which, in addition to
their strong magneto-optical response, have two essential
properties for heat-induced switching: antiferromagnetic cou-
pling between the RE and TM sublattices10 and distinct
demagnetization times of the two sublattices.4 The antiferro-
magnetic coupling allows for inertial magnetization dynam-
ics, while the distinct demagnetization times under the action
of a heat pulse allow a transient imbalance in the angular mo-
mentum of the two sublattices, which initiates a mutual high
speed precession enabling ultrafast switching to occur.

Although GdFeCo has excellent switching properties, its
potential use in magnetic data storage is limited by its low an-
isotropy and amorphous structure, precluding the use of sin-
gle magnetic domains typically less than 10 nm in size,
required for future high density magnetic recording media.

One intriguing possibility, and the focus of this paper, would
be the use of a synthetic ferrimagnet (SFiM), consisting of
two transition metal ferromagnets anti-ferromagnetically
exchange coupled by a non-magnetic spacer,11 shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1. The important but as yet unanswered
question is whether all-optical switching would also work in
such an artificial structure and what essential physical proper-
ties of the design are required. Such a composite magnet also
has a number of distinct advantages over intrinsic rare-earth-
transition metal ferrimagnets: the dynamic properties of each
sublattice may be separately selected by choice of material,
nano-patterning is possible in the sub-10 nm size range due to
their crystalline nature and the omission of costly rare-earth
metals. Importantly the composite design has the advantage
of allowing the use of high anisotropy materials such as FePt
or CoPt to enhance the thermal stability of the medium.
These advantages could make such synthetic structures very
promising candidates for magnetic data storage applications.

In this Letter we present dynamic studies of such a syn-
thetic ferrimagnet using an atomistic spin model. We investi-
gate the dynamic properties of the separate layers and show
that the demagnetization time is determined primarily by the
local atomic spin moment and the intrinsic Gilbert damping
of the material. We finally consider an exchange-coupled
Fe/FePt synthetic ferrimagnet and show that a short heat-
pulse is sufficient to induce ultrafast heat-induced switching
of the material.

The dynamic properties of the SFiM are studied using an
atomistic spin model using the VAMPIRE software package.12,13

The energetics of the system are described using a
Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian, which in condensed form reads

H ! "
X

i<j

JijSi # Sj "
X

i

kuS2
i;z; (1)

where Jij is the exchange energy between nearest neighboring
spins, Si and Sj are unit vectors describing the spin directions
for local sites i and nearest neighbor sites j, respectively, and
ku is the uniaxial anisotropy constant. There are three distincta)richard.evans@york.ac.uk
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Jij exchange interactions in the SFiM system, arising from the
intralayer and interlayer contributions, detailed in Table I.
Since we are considering heat-induced switching no external
field is applied during the simulations. The system of coupled
spins is integrated using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation
with the Langevin dynamics formalism at the atomistic level
using the Heun numerical scheme.13 More details of the
model are provided in the supplementary material.14

For a synthetic ferrimagnet to exhibit thermally induced
magnetic switching it is essential to consider the physical
requirements of the structure analogous to those of intrinsic
RE-TM ferrimagnets. The first property is the anti-
ferromagnetic exchange coupling of the component layers of
the synthetic ferrimagnet, which can be engineered by a suita-
ble choice and thickness of material such as Ir or Ru.11 The
second criterion is the existence of distinct magnetization dy-
namics for the two component layers, which allows the for-
mation of a transient ferromagnetic state and drives the
switching process.4,5

Let us start with a simplistic scenario, where the effects of
exchange are ignored and the demagnetization time sd of a fer-
romagnetic material is given by the ratio of the atomic mag-
netic moment and damping,15 such that sd $ ls=a. In this
simplistic view, a variation of the damping parameter or the
local atomic spin moment will lead to a straightforward varia-
tion of the demagnetization time. To test this assertion, we
have simulated a ferromagnetic material, with an exchange
coupling the same as FePt, but with freely varied local atomic
spin moment ls and damping parameter, a, to which a
step-function increase to a temperature above the Curie tem-
perature is applied. The sudden increase in temperature leads
to a demagnetization of the material, with characteristic behav-
ior shown in Fig. 2(a) for different values of the damping pa-
rameter. The demagnetization dynamics are not generally
describable by a single demagnetization time sd, but usually it

is sufficient to describe the demagnetization dynamics by two
leading contributions.16 We therefore fit the time-dependent
demagnetization dynamics with the function4,17

m%t& ! A1 exp " t

s1

! "
' A2 exp " t

s2

! "
' const:; (2)

where the demagnetization time constants s1 and s2 are
intrinsic timescales and A1, A2 and the constant are fitting pa-
rameters. Since the final temperature is above the Curie point
the constant is close to zero but is treated as a free parameter
of the fitting.

A systematic variation of the Gilbert damping parameter
and local spin moment leads to a range of demagnetization
times (by fitting to Eq. (2)), shown in Fig. 2(b). The essential
result is that the demagnetization time constants, for a fixed
exchange constant, depend only on the ratio ls=a. Thus, a cer-
tain demagnetization time can be engineered through any com-
bination of the local spin moment (changeable by varying the
composition in FeCo alloys, for example), and the damping pa-
rameter (for example by using high anisotropy materials or by
introducing disorder in the form of defects and impurities).

In addition to the requirements of antiferromagnetic
coupling and distinct demagnetization times, the thickness of
the two layers is also important for synthetic ferrimagnets. In
RE-TM alloys, the antiferromagnetic exchange interactions
are a bulk effect existing between neighboring atoms. For
the synthetic structure, however, the exchange is an interface
effect, so the effective exchange field on the layer is inver-
sely proportional to the layer thickness. Hence, for large
effective coupling thin layers are preferred. For thermal sta-
bility larger volumes are preferred, and so there must be a
balance between this and the effective exchange field. In
general, it appears to be preferable for the high anisotropy
material to have a larger volume, while the other layer can
be thin to maximize the effective exchange field.

Having defined the essential physical parameters for
thermally induced switching in synthetic ferrimagnets, we
now consider specific materials which may be suitable for
applications. For devices, strong magnetocrystalline anisot-
ropy is essential, and so the obvious choice (excluding rare-
earth metals) are CoPt and FePt based alloys, currently used
in conventional magnetic recording media. The dynamic
properties of such materials can be inferred from theoretical
calculations of atomic moments and experimental results of
the effective damping. In L10 FePt, the magnetic moments
are not evenly distributed between the Fe and Pt atoms, since
pure Pt is non-magnetic.18 Ab-initio calculations18 show that
the Fe moments in FePt are significantly enhanced over bulk
Fe, with an effective moment of 3.2 lB, and so one would
normally assume relatively slow dynamics for the Fe
moments in FePt. However, the strong spin-orbit coupling in
FePt also leads to large Gilbert damping around 0.1,19 and so
FePt as a whole exhibits “fast” dynamics. The relatively low
Curie temperature of $700 K is also suitable for laser
induced switching as the threshold fluence is lower. For
heat-induced switching the two layers must exhibit distinct
magnetization dynamics, and so the other layer must be
‘slower’ than FePt. The obvious choices are elemental Fe or
Co, due to their lower damping and high moments. Here, we

FIG. 1. Visualization of a synthetic ferrimagnetic structure consisting of two
ferromagnetic layers separated by a non-magnetic spacer layer to engineer
anti-ferromagnetic coupling between them.

TABLE I. Summary table of model parameters and their units.

Fe FePt Unit

Jij 6.75( 10"1 4.5( 10"21 J/link

ls 2.2 3.2 lB

ku 0.0 1.61( 10"22 J/atom

a 0.01 0.1 …
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choose Fe due to its lower Curie temperature of 1043 K and
larger magnetic moment of 2.2 lB.

Before considering the switching properties of the
Fe/FePt synthetic ferrimagnet, we first address the demagnet-
ization dynamics of the two uncoupled layers individually.
The system consists of a 5 nm thick FePt layer and 1 nm
thick Fe layer with a lateral size of 8 nm in the shape of a
cylinder. The temporal temperature profile arising from a 20
fs laser pulse is calculated using the two temperature model
treating the electron and phonon systems separately and

coupling the magnetic system to the electrons.20 The param-
eters for the two temperature model are the same as those in
Ref. 10 and further details are provided in the supplementary
material.14 The resulting demagnetization dynamics for the
Fe and FePt layers are presented in Fig. 3. As expected, the
FePt and Fe layers exhibit “fast” and “slow” dynamics,
respectively, but the different Curie temperatures of the two
layers lead to different levels of demagnetization.

We finally consider ultrafast all-optical switching in the
SFiM nanostructure. Heat-induced switching is driven by an
intricate process involving ultrafast demagnetization, trans-
fer of angular momentum between the sublattices, and high
frequency precession via the exchange mode,7 shown sche-
matically in Fig. 4. The strength of the exchange interaction
determines the timescale of the switching process and the
rate of transfer of angular momentum between the sublattices
and so should be as strong as possible. Depending on the sys-
tem there is some disparity between the values of exchange
measured experimentally11,21 and calculated theoretically,22

and so we assume an intermediate value of the interlayer
exchange interaction of $1=5 that of the bulk FePt exchange
%JFePt"Fe

ij ! "1:635( 10"21 J=link&. The calculated sublat-
tice magnetization dynamics resulting from a 20 fs heat pulse
is shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 2. (a) Simulated demagnetization of a ferromagnet under the action of a
heat pulse (points) for different values of the intrinsic damping constant, a,
fitted to Eq. (2) (lines). (b) Fitted demagnetization time constants s1 and s2 as
a function of the ratio ls=a for a ferromagnetic material. The legend shows
the origin of the calculated demagnetization time for variable a %ls ! 1:5lB&
or for variable ls (a! 0.1), respectively. The data show that the demagnetiza-
tion time constants for the same exchange interaction depend only on the ra-
tio of ls=a, and not the individual values of ls and a.

FIG. 3. Simulated magnetization dynamics for Fe and FePt ferromagnets
under action of an ultrafast heat pulse Gaussian in time with a width of
20 fs. The magnetization is normalized to the 0 K saturation value, and so
the different Curie temperatures lead to different reduced magnetization at
the starting temperature of T! 300 K. The heat pulse is sufficient to demag-
netize the FePt layer, but the Fe layer remains ordered.

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of the switching process for all-optical heat-induced magnetic switching. (a) The two sublattices are initially aligned anti-
parallel, and application of a laser pulse causes rapid demagnetization of the FePt sublattice. (b) Thermal fluctuations lead to a small transverse component
which initiates a rapid precession of the FePt sublattice in the exchange field of the Fe layer and relaxation toward the Fe sublattice. (c) As the FePt layer pre-
cesses the Fe layer responds to the laser pulse and begins mutual precession leading to a transient ferromagnetic state. (d) After the system has reached thermal
equilibrium the sublattices are aligned antiparallel and relax to the easy axis direction, completing the switching process.
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The FePt layer is initially demagnetized by the heat
pulse and switches direction under the influence of the
exchange field from the Fe, while the Fe layer itself retains a
higher degree of order. As the electron system cools the FePt
recovers its order along the—z direction, i.e., it switches its
magnetization. Simultaneously the Fe sublattice begins to
precess in the increasing exchange field of the FePt layer,
and switches precessionally, as seen from the oscillations in
the Fe magnetization in Fig. 5. Finally, the system relaxes to
the usual (but reversed) antiferromagnetic state, with some
final relaxation towards the easy axis direction on a longer
timescale. The simulations demonstrate the feasibility of
ultrafast heat-induced switching in synthetic ferrimagnetic
nanostructures with the correct physical characteristics.

Although the switching is a thermally driven process,
the mechanism is itself deterministic and quite robust. To
demonstrate this, we present similar switching for a CoPt/Fe
bilayer structure in the supplementary material.14 The
exchange coupling between the two layers is an essential
component for the switching. For fast dynamics this should
ideally be as large as possible, but switching also occurs for
typical values of $6 mJ/m2 reported experimentally,11 as
presented in the supplementary material.14

To conclude, we have investigated the laser induced
dynamic properties of synthetic ferrimagnets, and demon-
strated the possibility of all-optical magnetic switching in
Fe/FePt nano structures. Material combinations other than
Fe/FePt are possible, including other alloys based on Ni, Fe,
and Co ferromagnets such as Fe/CoPt. The interlayer
exchange coupling, which drives the switching process, can
also be engineered by using different materials such as Ir or
Si, though the optimal coupling depends on the thickness of
the layers. This allows the tuning of properties such as the
Curie temperature, magnetocrystalline anisotropy and Gilbert
damping to achieve the desired dynamic behavior and switch-
ing properties, and opens the possibility of engineering high
performance magnetic data storage devices. This is highly
significant for the following reasons. First, the removal of the
necessity for the write field in magnetic recording write trans-
ducers would lead to a dramatic reduction in the complexity

of transducer design and the number of operations required
for their production. Second, it has been shown that the mag-
nitude of the write field is a major factor limiting the ultimate
density in magnetic recording.23 Essentially, the field during
writing must be sufficiently large to overcome thermally
driven back-switching of the magnetization, a factor termed
the thermal writability. In Ref. 23, it was shown that thermal
writability is a more important factor than the thermal stabil-
ity criterion in determining the limiting recording density.
The effective field in the TIMS process is the exchange field
between the sublattices, which is significantly larger than the
values accessible by today’s inductive technology, which
would essentially remove the thermal writability as a limiting
factor in magnetic recording.
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